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“FILE ON 4” 

 

Transmission:  Tuesday 22nd June 2010 

Repeat:  Sunday 27th June 2010 

 

Producer:  Nicola Dowling 

Reporter:  Jenny Cuffe 

Editor:   David Ross 

 

CUFFE: It’s the modern day equivalent of slavery. Among the 

foreign workers who come to Britain each year to work for the rich and powerful, there are 

some who are trapped in domestic servitude, forced to work all hours for little or no pay, 

beaten and even – like this woman - sexually abused.   

 

ALIYA: He came to me in the middle of the night.  He say, 

‘Come to sleep with me in the bed,’ and I say, ‘No, just leave me alone.’  He pushed me on 

my bed and he came into my bed.  He started to touch me and he say, ‘I just want to smell 

you.’  I was panicking.  I started to cry and I didn’t know what to do.  I’m in a foreign 

country, I don’t speak the language.  I was like, kind of lost. 

 

CUFFE: In File on 4 we ask what’s being done to protect the 

victims here on our doorstep and bring offenders to book. And we reveal that some 

diplomats are abusing their influence and status in order to exploit vulnerable workers. 

 

SALTER: There are countries where the rich and powerful think 

it is okay and are protected by law and by status from any sanctions as a result of them 

treating other fellow members of the human race as simply sub-humans.  In Britain people 

have rights.  It seems absolutely wrong that people can hide behind the protection of 

diplomatic immunity. 
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CUFFE: So why, in a country which led the fight against 

slavery, do some employers feel they can treat their domestic workers like slaves and get 

away with it?  

 

SIGNATURE TUNE 

 

PATIENCE: I was treated like a slave, like a prisoner. I’ve got to 

do everything she asks me to do.  If I didn’t do that she’s going to shout at me, is going to 

beat me.  All I do then, praying to my God, asking my God to rescue me. 

 

CUFFE: Patience Asuquo, a young Nigerian woman, was 

brought to London to work in the home of a solicitor called Kenny Gbaja.  Her employer 

promised her £50 a week as a nanny and offered to send her to college, so she thought it 

would be a chance to send money back home and get an education. But the reality was 

altogether different.  Patience was subjected to verbal and physical abuse, was not allowed to 

leave the house without permission, ordered not to speak to anyone outside and given only a 

fraction of the money she’d been offered for long hours and no time off. 

 

PATIENCE: I didn’t have closing time. I just worked. Anytime she 

come and wake me up from sleep and I have to answer to her call. 

 

CUFFE: And did you have free time? 

 

PATIENCE: I didn’t have free time because I have quite a lot to do.  

I was the one to look after the children, look after the house, iron, cook.  Everything you can 

think of doing in the house, I was the one.  And before she leave, she would tell me, ‘You 

have to do this,’ you know, for the fear of I don’t want to get in trouble today. 

 

CUFFE: And how bad did it get? 

 

PATIENCE: It was getting bad, you know.  Anything can get her 

upset and when she’s upset she can have a go at me. 
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CUFFE: Patience was subjected to this treatment for nearly 

three years but felt unable to escape. She had nowhere to go, she didn’t speak good English 

and knew no-one in Britain. But there was one incident which brought matters to a head. 

 

PATIENCE: I asked her please can I use the phone.  She said, ‘You 

can use the phone.’  I said thank you.  I went upstairs, I took the phone, I dialled the number, 

put the phone to my ear.  I heard someone call me, ‘Patience,’ and because I was listening to 

the phone at the same time I could not respond quickly.  She called me, ‘Patience,’ again.  

Before I could turn like this she was there and she start beating me from my room all the 

way to downstairs. I could not hold it in anymore.  I start crying and I cry so loud because I 

want somebody to hear what happened.  She keep on beating me, the more I cry the harder 

she beats me. 

 

CUFFE: The young woman’s screams attracted the attention of 

a neighbour, who spoke to her next day in the garden and, after hearing her story, helped her 

get away.  No-one knows for certain how many people in the UK are forced into domestic 

servitude.  According to Government statistics, there were 132 cases last year, but human 

rights organisations think the real number is likely to be much higher.  Aidan McQuade is 

director of Anti-Slavery International, part of a coalition of organisations who’ve been 

urging the Government to recognise what they describe as modern day slavery. 

 

MCQUADE: Whenever Anti-Slavery talks about slavery, we’re not 

using a metaphor.  We’re talking about things which are specifically defined in international 

law.  When we’re talking about slavery and forced labour, the elements are – you’re doing 

work for little or no pay which you would not voluntarily offer yourself up for and which 

generally there’s some measure of coercion which is used in order to make you do that.  That 

coercion can be violence but it can also be things like, a very common practice at the 

moment is that employers will take away people’s passports and make their immigration 

status irregular and threaten them with deportation if they step out of line. 

 

CUFFE: Patience Asuquo’s experience in the home of a 

London solicitor has highlighted failings in the police response to allegations of domestic 

servitude. When she went to report the matter to the police, she says they were more 

concerned about her immigration status than her complaints of ill treatment.  
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PATIENCE: At one point one police officer said to me, ‘You know, 

what, why don’t you go back to your country?’  There are organisations in this country that 

can help you, send you back to your country.’ They don’t believe what I was saying.  To me 

that was a very very big disappointment, because I thought the police could have helped me.  

They don’t act like it’s a serious issue, because I told them everything.  I want justice, I want 

the police to actually look at it and know that this thing needs to be dealt with. 

 

CUFFE: The human rights organisation, LIBERTY, decided to 

challenge the Metropolitan Police on Patience Asuquo’s behalf.  Their lawyer, Corinna 

Ferguson, argued that they had failed to effectively investigate her case.  

 

FERGUSON: She was, in my view, treated quite badly by the police 

and they didn’t take the allegation seriously. They suggested to her that she ought to be 

pursuing it as a civil matter to get her wages and they asked her about her immigration 

status, they really made her feel like more of a criminal than a victim. And it wasn’t until 

about six months later, when we became involved, that we managed to get the police to 

reopen the investigation, and then she gave another statement to the police, detailing exactly 

what had happened to her. 

 

CUFFE: And how thorough was that investigation? 

 

FERGUSON: Sadly it wasn’t. It didn’t even involve questioning the 

employer and a few months later it petered out and we were told it wasn’t going to be taken 

any further.  So at that stage we threatened to bring proceedings under the Human Rights Act 

against the police, and they still, in response to that, refused to reopen the investigation, and 

it was only when we actually brought the proceedings in the High Court that the police 

conceded that they had failed to investigate properly and that they needed to reopen the 

investigation immediately. 

 

CUFFE: After a more thorough inquiry, the employer, Kenny 

Gbaja, was eventually charged with common assault, and last month she was given a twelve 

month conditional discharge.  She is currently under investigation by her professional body, 

the Solicitor’s Regulatory Authority. We invited Mrs Gbaja to talk to File on 4, but have not 
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CUFFE cont: received a reply.  Detective Chief Superintendent 

Richard Martin heads a new unit of the Metropolitan Police called SCD9, which investigates 

all cases of forced labour.  He says Patience Asuquo’s case was a wake up call for the police. 

 

MARTIN: The lady in question went into a front office of the 

local police station and reported a crime, and I think the knowledge and awareness of the 

officers probably wasn’t as it should be.  One of the reasons about creating a specialist unit is 

the officers understand domestic servitude.  Added to that, we’re just about to conduct some 

training for all officers in the Metropolitan Police, up to and including the rank of inspector.  

Now that’s twenty odd thousand people, and what we’re doing there is training people to 

look for the symptoms, to understand when somebody comes in.  We’ve already done a 

massive internal campaign for every front office to say, if you get people come in who are 

telling you this kind of thing, you know, around the way they are being treated, the first thing 

you must do, one, is to make sure they’re okay, second to give us a ring so we can bring in 

that professional expertise.  The fact that the command has been running now for two 

months, the fact that we’ve now already got twelve cases that we’re taking on and that we’re 

positively investigating, that is a real step forward. 

 

CUFFE: This young woman was complaining of assault.  It 

wasn’t just that she was complaining of domestic servitude.  The police would have 

investigated that for a British national without hesitation and yet they didn’t do so. 

 

MARTIN: Right.  I mean, I don’t know the exact intricacy of that 

case and of course everybody that comes forward should have their complaints or their 

allegations of crime investigated, absolutely, that’s what we’re here for, that’s the whole 

purpose of, you know, police response and police service.  But I think it’s also important if 

we have made mistakes in the past, that we learn and move on, because that’s really 

important.  At the end of the day there is nothing more important than the victim, and that’s 

something certainly that the unit are very conscious of. 

 

CUFFE: Faced with difficulties in bringing cases to court, 

campaigners have found another way of seeking redress for victims of domestic servitude.   

Patience Asuquo took her case to an Employment Tribunal on the grounds that she’d 

received only £2,155 for over two and a half years’ service.  But here too, there was an  
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CUFFE cont: obstacle in her path.  Her boss, Mrs Gbaja, argued that 

she didn’t qualify for the statutory minimum wage, because she was employed as an au-pair 

and treated as a member of the family. Jamila Duncan-Bosu, who acted for Patience, says 

this family exemption clause is a common get out for abusive employers.  

 

DUNCAN-BOSU: Under the family worker exemption, if a live-in 

domestic worker is treated as a member of the family – ie. they’re sort of sharing in activities 

and things like that – there’s no requirement to pay them the national minimum wage or 

indeed to pay them at all.  So this is the defence that gets brought up each and every time.  

So you may well have cases where the worker’s had her passport removed from her, had her 

movements restricted very very heavily, has been mistreated and the employer will always 

say, ‘Well the reason why I haven’t produced payslips, the reason why I haven’t paid them, 

etc, is because they’re treated as a member of the family.’  And the employer in this case, 

unfortunately, was a solicitor.  That is a common thread.  A lot of the employers in these 

cases are middle class professionals who are perpetrating these abuses and not complying 

with employment legislation. 

 

CUFFE: Without a contract of employment or written 

evidence, it was very much Patience’s word against that of her employer.  The tribunal 

concluded that although she was uneducated in comparison, her evidence was more reliable 

than that of Mrs Gbaja, whose answers, they said, were riddled with inconsistencies.  They 

accepted that, far from being treated as a family member, she’d been for the most part 

confined to the house and was physically and verbally abused, and they ordered Mrs Gbaja 

to pay the wages she owed as well as some compensation for injuries.  As yet, Patience 

hasn’t received a penny.  Lawyers now plan to challenge the family workers’ exemption 

clause in the High Court, saying it’s an anachronism that discriminates against women who 

make up the majority of domestic workers.  And human rights organisations argue that other 

more radical changes are needed. 

 

ACTUALITY IN CHURCH HALL 

 

WOMAN: Hi everyone! How are you? 

 

WOMAN 2: I’m fine … 
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CUFFE: A church hall in West London acts as a drop in and 

advice centre for migrant domestic workers.  On one side of the hall there’s an English class 

going on, while in the office next door caseworkers are interviewing clients.  This is a 

convenient location for domestic workers - in the heart of an affluent area close to 

Knightsbridge, where many residents can afford live-in nannies and housekeepers.  And 

Sunday is one of the busiest days because it’s when the more fortunate workers have time 

off. 

 

WOMAN: Amy, did you come last week? 

 

AMY: No, I didn’t …. 

 

MOSS: This is a map we made which shows all of the 

different countries where domestic workers come from.  Most of our clients come from 

India, Sri Lanka, the Philippines, Indonesia, Nepal. 

 

CUFFE: Jenny Moss works here for a charity called Kalayaan, 

which spearheads the campaign for domestic workers’ rights. 

 

MOSS: We have about 350 people register with us each year.  

Some of the people that come to Kalayaan come because they want English classes, so there 

are people who come not because they’ve been mistreated.  But there are certainly quite high 

proportions who have been mistreated. 

 

CUFFE: And would you be able to put a number on it? 

 

MOSS: The statistics are round about 20% have been 

physically assaulted, around two-thirds are kept in the house, aren’t allowed to go out when 

they want to.  Some people have worked years with no day off at all.  And then there are the 

people who suffer physical abuse, being pushed and slapped – or worse.  Some people, 

unfortunately, are sexually abused by their employers.  
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CUFFE: In April this year, the UK passed a law making forced 

labour and domestic servitude illegal, setting a maximum penalty of fourteen years in prison. 

But there’s one group of employers who can continue to treat workers as they like with 

impunity, and they’re among the richest and most powerful.    

 

ALIYA: I did ask him to go back.  He said no, and if you go 

back there I will ask the police to arrest you there.  When I asked him again and said I want 

to go back, he said I have to be dead and go in a coffin. 

  

CUFFE: Aliya is in her early twenties, pretty with chestnut hair 

and brown eyes.  She’s been traumatised by her experience in Britain.  Brought over by a 

diplomat who offered her a job as nanny to his son.  Because he has threatened to harm her 

and her family back home, we are protecting her real identity and can’t name him or the 

country. When they first arrived in London, where he had a job in the Embassy, they shared 

the same hotel room.  His wife hadn’t yet joined them.  

 

ALIYA:  He came to me in the middle of the night and he say, 

‘Come to sleep with me in the bed.’ I would wake up and I would say, ‘No, just leave me 

alone.’  He pushed me in my bed and he came into my bed.  I was panicking, I didn’t know 

what to do and I was, like, shocked.  He started to touch me and he said, ‘I just want to smell 

you.’  I pushed him away and he fall down on the floor, so after that I start to cry.  I cover 

my head and I stay like this and I couldn’t sleep the whole night, I didn’t know what to do.  

I’m in a foreign country, I don’t speak the language, I don’t have nothing with me, no 

papers, not even my passport, so I was like, kind of lost. 

 

CUFFE: Aliya lived in constant fear of sexual assault, even 

when the diplomat’s wife joined them and they moved to a house.  She had to massage his 

feet every night and sometimes she had to scrub him in the bath, and when she didn’t do as 

she was told, she was beaten or had things thrown at her.   

 

ALIYA: Every day, because I was scared he’s going to come to 

my room, because my room doesn’t have a lock, so I was always like putting rope in my 

hand and put it to the door. 
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CUFFE: What, you tied something round your wrist and tied it 

to the door? 

 

ALIYA: Yes, yes, so if he’s going to open the door, if I sleep, 

I’m going to wake up. 

 

CUFFE: So how often did you put up with either his sexual 

advances or with him hitting you and being aggressive and violent towards you?  Was this a 

regular thing? 

 

ALIYA: Yes, it was like every day.  I would say, ‘Excuse me, 

you’re not in my age, you are like not my father, my father is younger than you, like my 

grandfather, how can you do that?’ 

 

CUFFE: The diplomat’s wife, a member of the royal family in 

their country, abused Aliya in different ways, keeping her locked in the house and making 

her slave away from early morning to late at night. The couple refused to pay her and 

withheld her passport, telling her she’d be arrested as an illegal immigrant if she tried to 

leave. The situation reached crisis point in February 2008, when there was a particularly 

vicious row and Aliya ran out to a nearby park, where she sat on a bench crying.  But 

because she had nowhere else to go, and didn’t speak any English, she was forced to return 

to the house, even though she knew she’d be punished. 

 

ALIYA: He opened the door and I think he was drunk, because 

his eyes was red and he told me, ‘Where have you been?’  He was very very mad.  I was 

scared to death and I say, ‘Okay, this is the last time I think I will be alive.’  And he grabbed 

me and I know he’s going to hit me, so just hit me and the wall and the door. 

 

CUFFE: So what exactly did he do to you when he got hold of 

you at the door? 

 

ALIYA: He pushed me so, because of the wall, I had cuts. 

 

CUFFE: In your forehead? 
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ALIYA: Yes. He was very big actually, this is why I was so 

scared of him.  I escaped from him.  I was crying and there was some blood on my front.  I 

didn’t know where to go, I just run, run and run like crazy because I was in shock, I was, you 

know, beaten, and there was a car and it hit me because I didn’t check whether the lights are 

green or red.  I was just running to get away, to get lost. 

 

CUFFE: A passer by helped her and later she went to the police 

station to report the assault.  At the desk, she collapsed and was taken to hospital.  A few 

weeks later, the police called her because the diplomat had reported her missing.  She was 

surprised to learn that there was no report about the assault.  And when she told them who 

her boss was, police said they couldn’t bring any charges against him because of diplomatic 

immunity. Aliya was identified as a victim of trafficking and placed in a safe house, but the 

diplomat found her address and sent men to threaten her. Determined to get some sort of 

redress, but unable to get it through criminal proceedings, she too turned to the employment 

tribunal, where she was represented by employment lawyer, Glendon Salter.  

 

SALTER: We brought claims for failure to pay any wages 

throughout the six months of her employment, in breach of the national minimum wage 

legislation.  We brought a claim for harassment on the grounds that she was sexually 

assaulted, so we brought a claim for sexual harassment.  She wasn’t paid at all for six 

months, apart from being given £10 for a sim card and £10 to top up that sim card.  She was 

not allowed any time off.  She worked between seventeen and nineteen hours a day, seven 

days a week.  And also, you know, throughout the period of employment was subject to 

ongoing both physical and psychological abuse, so that was obviously strong grounds for a 

harassment claim. 

 

CUFFE: But now presumably some of those could have been 

brought to a criminal trial? 

 

SALTER: Yes, absolutely, certainly on grounds of the sexual 

assault she suffered, clearly a crime.  She could have brought a criminal action for that as 

well as the, you know, some of the more minor assaults that she suffered, such as a bowl 

being thrown at her, her head being scratched.  Yes, absolutely, they would constitute crimes 

in the UK. 
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CUFFE: The domestic workers’ charity, Kalayaan, say that a 

disproportionate number of the cases they deal with involve diplomats and consular officials, 

and in the majority police decide not to investigate.  At SCD9, the Metropolitan Police’s new 

trafficking unit, Detective Chief Superintendent Richard Martin is responsible for 

investigating every allegation, whoever the potential offender may be.   

 

MARTIN: If somebody has diplomatic immunity, clearly that’s 

something that we have to make the Foreign and Commonwealth Office aware of.  Once that 

happens and it’s down for the Foreign and Commonwealth Office to bring it up to the 

attention of ministers to then go to the country where the diplomatic immunity is being given 

to, and then that’s a negotiation at Government level as to whether that diplomatic immunity 

will be dropped for that individual to be prosecuted should they be involved in it. 

 

CUFFE: But what about investigation?  You can do that 

without going through the whole process, surely? 

 

MARTIN: Absolutely, yes, that’s the prosecuting style. We will 

investigate anything.  We don’t stop an investigation because there may be, you know, an 

intimation that it’s somebody from a country that has diplomatic status. 

 

CUFFE: You say you don’t hesitate to investigate, but that’s 

certainly not the evidence that we’re getting from some of the workers and from their 

lawyers, who say that once police know it’s a diplomat they often just say, ‘Oh well, nothing 

to do with us, we can’t do anything.’ 

 

MARTIN: We have investigated every case that’s been referred 

to us.  Domestic servitude has come to us and been part of our responsibilities since April of 

this year, and it’s since April we’ve picked them up, and there’s nothing to stop us 

investigating historic cases.  Let us have them and we will review them. 

 

CUFFE: That’s a promise then? 

 

MARTIN: That’s an absolute promise. 
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CUFFE: But even if police manage to pursue allegations of 

domestic servitude, they have almost no chance of getting a criminal conviction.  As 

Glendon Salter discovered when he tried to bring civil action against the man who assaulted 

Aliya, diplomats can treat the law with contempt.  Aliya’s employer had returned to his 

country by the time the case went to a tribunal, so he contacted the Embassy.  

 

SALTER: We didn’t receive a single response from them at all 

throughout the entire period of the case.  That extends to them not even submitting a defence 

to the claim that we brought.  And obviously the tribunal took a pretty dim view of that and 

gave us judgement in default as a result. 

 

CUFFE: Why do you think they didn’t respond? 

 

SALTER: I can only guess that their view is, well, we’re 

protected by diplomatic immunity, there is no need for us to respond, we don’t have to, they 

can’t touch us so we’re not going to bother.  That’s the only reason I could think of.  It’s 

pure arrogance.  And also just kind of sitting behind a protection which they think is an 

absolute right to allow them to do whatever they want. 

 

CUFFE: In the diplomat’s absence, the Employment Tribunal 

awarded Aliya £80,000 for back pay and compensation, but there is no way of enforcing that 

judgement. It isn’t just embassy and consular officials who are given immunity under the 

Vienna Convention. Diplomatic status extends to foreign royalty visiting Britain, as well as 

their entourage. 

 

ACTUALITY IN FLOWER SHOP 

 

WOMAN: What do you do with these to keep them alive …? 

 

CUFFE: A flower shop in the centre of Windlesham serves an 

exclusive clientele.  We’re deep in leafy Surrey here, an area of woods and heathland with 

large mansions hidden away behind high gates - among them several belonging to the ruling 

family of Dubai and used as a holiday retreat in the summer.  
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SHOP OWNER: They give you your order and you do the flowers and 

take them up there to the house and put them in situ.  The rooms are very large and they’re 

very palatial.  They have a lovely life, believe you me. 

 

CUFFE: But it was anything but lovely for some of the Filipino 

domestic workers in the royal household.  A young woman we’ll call Mirabel was so 

unhappy that one rainy night last June, she ended up escaping across the many fences that 

guard the estate, leading another worker who said she was too frightened to be left behind. 

 

MIRABEL: It’s very very difficult to escape the palace.  It’s very 

high gate, it’s three o’clock in the morning, it’s raining.  We have live wire there. 

 

CUFFE: So it’s an electric wire? 

 

MIRABEL: Yes, we have electric wire in the gate.  I help my 

friend to climb and she jumped to transfer.  I am the last.   

 

CUFFE: You helped her over the gate and then you got over 

there yourself? 

 

MIRABEL: Yes, by myself.  My feet were touching the electric 

wire, and the alarm it is working. 

 

CUFFE: So you can hear the alarm going? 

 

MIRABEL: Yes, I can hear the alarm and the security dog outside, 

looking around, maybe thinking I am still inside, but I pass already the second gate, and I am 

in the main road. 

 

CUFFE: So you are free now? 

 

MIRABEL: Yes, I am free now. 
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CUFFE: So what led Mirabel, a shy, petite country girl from 

the Philippines, to make such a dramatic escape in the middle of the night?  She’d been taken 

on as nanny to an attendant in the Emirati royal household in Dubai and brought with them 

to Surrey last summer.  She says she was housed with three other workers in a draughty 

caravan in the grounds, made to work from morning to night for a pittance, and abused by 

her female employer.  Treated – she says – worse than the family dogs.  

 

MIRABEL: She slapped my face, she beat my body.  At the time I 

have proof, bruises. 

 

CUFFE: You had bruises? 

 

MIRABEL: Yes.  In the morning the baby is crying and she is 

awake and she is starting to swear again, she is talking bad words.  She opens the door and I 

said, ‘Ma’am, can I go downstairs?’ She said to me, ‘Why?  You want to run away?’ she told 

me like that.  I said, ‘No, I want to go to the toilet.’  She said to me, ‘No.’  I come back 

inside again and she locked the door. 

 

CUFFE: So you were a prisoner really?  You were being held 

prisoner? 

 

MIRABEL: Yes. 

 

CUFFE: We asked the Embassy of the United Arab Emirates if 

they would comment on this serious allegation against a member of the diplomatic 

community. They wouldn’t be interviewed but in a statement they say:  

 

READER IN STUDIO: The United Arab Emirates takes any allegation of 

human trafficking or criminal activity by UAE nationals in the United Kingdom extremely 

seriously. As an Embassy we would expect to hear from the Foreign and Commonwealth 

Office if allegations of such criminal activity by UAE nationals had sufficient grounds to be 

pursued by the British police.  We have discussed this issue with the Foreign and 

Commonwealth Office on a number of occasions this year and no such cases have been 

brought to our attention. 
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CUFFE: However, we know that Mirabel’s case was referred to 

the UK Human Trafficking Centre which recognised her as a victim of trafficking for 

domestic servitude. She hoped the British authorities would help her, but not only did her 

employer’s diplomatic status prevent her from getting redress through the courts, it also 

meant she was deprived of the protection  available to other foreign domestic workers.  They 

are allowed to change employers if things go wrong, but people like Mirabel, who enter the 

UK on a special diplomat’s domestic workers visa, are tied to their employer.  So she now 

finds herself unable to work and support her family for fear of being detained and deported 

as an illegal immigrant.   

 

MIRABEL: I hope now I can get a visa.  I hope to stay here.  It’s 

very difficult for me if I am staying here in England illegally.  I do it like this not for myself, 

for my kids, for my family. 

 

CUFFE: Outraged by the plight of domestic workers like 

Mirabel, the former MP Martin Salter called an adjournment debate in the House of 

Commons in March, proposing a change to the immigration rules. He argued that if the 

diplomatic domestic workers’ visa allowed them to change employer rather than tying them 

to an individual diplomat or embassy, they’d be given an escape route from abuse.  But 

although he found the Home Office sympathetic, there was resistance from another part of 

Government. 

 

SALTER: There was pressure coming in from the Foreign and 

Commonwealth Office, because they in turn had had pressure from a number of embassies, 

particularly Middle Eastern embassies, who thought it was quite appalling that the British 

Government was going to bestow rights upon their staff that they wouldn’t bestow on them 

in a month of Sundays. 

 

CUFFE: Were you privy to any of the conversations between 

FCO and Embassies? 

 

SALTER: I didn’t actually see the correspondence, but I am told 

of the existence of a letter from one of the Middle Eastern embassies which almost as 

crudely said, “What is all the fuss about – these people are only Filipinos or only this or only 
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SALTER cont: that.’  It was treating fellow human beings in the most 

dismissive and frankly contemptuous format and I know it shocked some of my colleagues 

in Government.  In Britain, people have rights and workers have rights and it is simply not 

acceptable to allow abuse to continue just because someone happens to have a particularly 

lowly status in their eyes or is of a country that people have no regard for 

 

CUFFE: The danger of letting employers go unpunished is that 

they are then free to repeat the offence time and time again.  This was brought home to 

Camilla Brown of the charity Kalayaan, when she helped an Indonesian worker employed by 

a Saudi diplomat.  The worker said her passport was taken away, she was denied her 

freedom and forced to work a twenty hour day for no pay.  But as usual, the police told 

Kalayaan they couldn’t do anything because of the diplomat’s status. 

  

BROWN: When the police officer first came back to us and said, 

‘This is the situation,’ obviously we didn’t just leave it at that and we carried on pushing the 

police to do something about it.  And some time later he confirmed that the matter had been 

taken up with the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and the FCO had quite definitely taken 

steps to contact the Saudi embassy and to speak with the diplomat, and they suggested, 

although it wasn’t confirmed, but they suggested, with a view to that diplomat being 

removed from the UK.   

 

CUFFE: So, as far as you know, did that happen? 

 

BROWN: Well, it’s come to our attention that that most 

definitely didn’t happen.  Because shockingly, a year later, we registered another Indonesian 

lady who had been brought to the UK to work for exactly the same diplomat.  And it really is 

shocking because all of the same types of abuse happened to her which happened to the lady 

before.  I think this case is just such a strong and clear example of how, when domestic 

workers are reporting abuse by diplomats, that it needs to be taken seriously.  

 

CUFFE: File on 4 contacted the Saudi Embassy to ask whether 

any action had been taken against the diplomat.  They wouldn’t be interviewed but in a 

statement they unequivocally denied all the allegations. 
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READER IN STUDIO: The Royal Embassy of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

does not accept that there has been any mistreatment of domestic workers employed in the 

homes of embassy staff. The Embassy has not, does not and will not tolerate any such 

mistreatment of domestic workers and it requires its staff to abide by the rules and 

regulations of the Government of the United Kingdom, which are applicable to all 

diplomatic missions in the United Kingdom. 

 

CUFFE: We also wanted to know why the Foreign and 

Commonwealth Office didn’t put more pressure on the Saudi Embassy to recall the diplomat 

in question and why more diplomats aren’t investigated.  In a statement, they tell us: 

 

READER IN STUDIO: We do not tolerate diplomats working in the UK breaking 

the law.  Whenever we are made aware of an offence committed by a diplomat or a member of 

their family, we will take appropriate action based on the seriousness of the offence.  We will 

raise concerns with the relevant head of mission and, depending on the seriousness of the 

offence, can also threaten or immediately seek the removal of the diplomat concerned.  We will 

always request the waiving of diplomatic immunity where asked to do so by the police. 

 

CUFFE: Figures from the FCO show that in the three years 

from 2006 to 2008, they made nine requests for diplomatic immunity to be waived after 

serious allegations. They can’t tell us how many of those related to domestic servitude.  In 

no case did an Embassy grant the FCO request, though some of the diplomatic officials did 

leave the country.  Campaigners believe that, unless there’s major reform, some high-

ranking officials will use their status to intimidate their servants into silence about abuse. 

The former MP, Martin Salter. 

 

SALTER: It’s probably above my pay grade to argue for the 

complete removal of diplomatic immunity, but I think where it can be demonstrated that 

we’re not just talking about parking fines or speeding tickets, we’re actually talking about 

some quite serious criminal activity – we’re talking about kidnapping people, we’re talking 

about stealing their passports, we’re talking about violence or sexual abuse or withholding of 

pay, then it seems absolutely wrong that people can hide behind the protection of diplomatic 

immunity.  It was not brought in for these reasons and there is a case for looking at the whole 

international convention that underpins diplomatic immunity.   
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CUFFE: That case is gaining ground in the United States, 

where Congress has asked its oversight body, the Government Accountability Office, to look 

into cases of domestic servitude involving diplomats.  Thomas Melito of the GAO says the 

results have surprised everyone. 

 

MELITO: When we started the assignment, there was a general 

expectation that we would only find potentially a handful of cases, so we were surprised as 

well as the US Government that we found a minimum of 42 alleged cases of abuse between 

the years 2000 and 2008, and that’s a minimum number.  There are reasons to believe the 

number could be considerably higher. 

 

CUFFE: As a result of its review for Congress, the oversight 

agency has recommended tougher controls on diplomats wanting to bring in domestic 

workers.  Thomas Melito says US consular officials abroad should make sure that diplomats 

who want workers’ visas should be offering pay and conditions in accordance with US 

employment rules, and should never withhold their passports.  His agency also 

recommended a form of blacklist for offenders. 

 

MELITO: We wanted US Government to retain knowledge of 

prior allegations, so if a diplomat had been alleged to have caused abuse in the past, it is 

possible that that diplomat may come back to the United States in some subsequent position.  

Under the current circumstances it would be unknown to any future consul officer that that 

person had a prior allegation, so there is a database that the US State Department maintains 

on information about diplomats and we would like them to add a field which all that field 

would say is if this person asks to bring in a household worker, to consult first with 

Washington, the headquarters, and then Washington would be looped in and theoretically 

they would have the information available to them. 

 

CUFFE: Isn’t it a concern that what you implement in terms of 

foreign diplomats in the US can also be implemented against US diplomats elsewhere? 

 

MELITO: One of the concerns the State Department has is the 

issue of reciprocity.  Some of the diplomats are from countries where we have sensitive 

diplomatic relations with, so this becomes a potential foreign policy concern, and then there 
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MELITO cont: are issues of whether or not there’ll be retaliation.  So 

these are very complicated cases for many reasons, including the obvious fact it involves 

foreign countries, so it involves potential relationships between countries. 

 

CUFFE: Here in the UK, responsibility for the issue is left to 

the new Immigration Minister, Damien Green. He wasn’t available for an interview, but in a 

short statement he says: 

  

READER IN STUDIO: I am committing to ensuring that those who have the 

right to live and work in the UK are not forced into domestic servitude. This Government 

will look at this issue as part of the wider review into our immigration laws, with a view to 

stamping out any exploitation. 

 

CUFFE: That’s not an answer that will reassure human rights 

campaigners, who think that the Government is too inclined to treat domestic servitude as an 

immigration issue, rather than an ordinary criminal offence.  Reporting on the UK’s record 

last week, a coalition of Non Governmental Organisations accused it of failing to protect the 

victims.  We’ve learned that one of them is now planning to challenge diplomatic immunity 

in the British courts, using Human Rights legislation to argue that domestic workers who are 

abused by diplomats are being denied their right to justice. 
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